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evaluating prospective contractors.  Before making an award to a prospective contractor, a 

contracting officer must make “an affirmative determination of responsibility,” which includes 

finding the contractor has “a satisfactory performance record.”
3
  It is not clear how FEMA made 

such a determination given Tribute’s history.  Federal procurement records show multiple 

contracts with Tribute were “terminated for default” on the part of the contractor and one record 

even states specifically that the cancellation is “due to [the] vendor’s inability to ship/deliver 

products.”
4
    

 

 Another requirement for a prospective contractor to be found responsible is “a 

satisfactory record of integrity and business ethics.”
5
  In light of an inspector general report 

finding that Tribute “altered and submitted a false shipping document” and failed to follow 

subcontracting rules, it is not clear how FEMA determined that Tribute met this requirement, 

either.
6
  

  

Questionable Claims in Tribute’s Emergency Meals Proposal 

 

 We are also concerned that FEMA may have overlooked indicators of Tribute’s 

questionable capacity that were contained in Tribute’s contract proposal.  The proposal 

submitted by Tribute in response to FEMA’s contract solicitation contains numerous 

contradictory or unintelligible assertions.
7
  Committee staff investigators identified one 

explanation for these inconsistencies—the overwhelming majority of Tribute’s 9-page proposal 

appears to be plagiarized from several sources readily available on the internet.
8
  For example, 

language in Tribute’s “Delivery Plan” section is nearly identical to sections found on the 

websites of a global logistics company and a Florida medical transportation company:  

 

Tribute’s Proposal: 

                                                           
3
 FAR 9.103(b); 9-104-1(c).  

4
  See, Federal Procurement Data System, Award Numbers: DJBP0111NA130248 

(awarded Apr. 4, 2014, cancelled Apr. 9, 2014), DJBP0117NA140257 (awarded June 3, 2014, 

cancelled July 14, 2014), DJBP0315NA120212 (awarded Mar. 28, 2014, cancelled Apr. 3, 2014) 

(www.fpds.gov).  

5
 FAR 9.104-1(d).  

6
 See, FEMA Contract Called for 30 Million Meals for Puerto Ricans. 50,000 Were 

Delivered, New York Times (Feb. 6, 2018) (www.nytimes.com/2018/02/06/us/fema-contract-

puerto-rico.html). 

7
 An annotated copy of Tribute’s proposal is attached as Exhibit A.  The Committee 

obtained the original proposal from the following article: Contractor Promised 30 Million Meals 

to Puerto Rico.  Only 50,000 Were Delivered. Lawmakers Ask Why., CNN (Feb. 6, 2018) 

(www.cnn.com/2018/02/06/us/puerto-rico-hurricane-maria-meals/index.html).  

8
 See Exhibit 1 for a complete account of these sources.  
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Affordable Courier Solutions, Inc.’s Website:

9
 

 

Tribute’s Proposal:  

 
LINQ Transport & Logistics’ Website:

10
 

 

 By submitting language copied from other companies’ websites, Tribute appears to have 

made several misrepresentations about its resources and capabilities in its proposal submitted to 

FEMA.  For example, the proposal suggests that Tribute has many experienced employees by 

using language including: “our logistics professionals,” “each Tribute Contracting LLC’s 

employee,” (sic) and “Tribute Contracting LLC’s Management Team.”  Additionally, Tribute’s 

                                                           
9
 Medical Transportation, Affordable Courier Solutions, Inc. 

(affordablecourier.com/medical-transportation/) (accessed Feb. 14, 2018).  

10
 Our Process, Policy & Standards, LINQ Transport & Logistics 

(linqtransport.com/about-linq.html) (accessed Feb. 14, 2018).  
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proposal suggests that it has an established partnership with C.H. Robinson, one of the largest 

third party logistics companies in the world.
11

  The proposal states: “The CH Robinson-Tribute 

Contracting LLC partnership will provide . . . one of the largest contract carrier networks in 

North America, with unmatched access to capacity.”  Troublingly, FEMA does not appear to 

have verified many of the representations made in Tribute’s proposal.  C.H. Robinson informed 

Committee staff that it did not and does not have a partnership with Tribute.  Tribute did contact 

C.H. Robinson on October 6, 2017—three days after Tribute signed its contract with FEMA—to 

request a shipping quote.  However, C.H. Robinson ultimately informed Tribute that it could not 

provide the shipping services requested because Tribute was seeking to import a Class 4 

Hazardous Material from China.
12

 

 

We are concerned that without proper policies and procedures in place to evaluate 

prospective contractors’ capacity, we will continue to see disaster relief contracts fail 

unnecessarily, at the expense of both taxpayers and hurricane survivors.  To assist this 

Committee in its oversight of hurricane relief contracts, we request you provide the following 

documents and information. 

 

1. Please describe how FEMA made the responsibility determination resulting in its 

October 19, 2017, award to Tribute. Please specifically address the following: 

 

a. How did FEMA determine that Tribute had “a satisfactory performance 

record” as required by FAR 9.104-1(c)?  Was FEMA was aware of Tribute’s 

previously cancelled federal contracts?  If so, please explain why FEMA did 

not find Tribute’s past performance to be disqualifying.  If not, please explain 

why not.   

 

b. How did FEMA determine that Tribute had “adequate financial resources to 

perform the contract, or the ability to obtain them” as required by FAR 9.104-

1(a)?  Did FEMA request or review any information beyond Tribute’s written 

proposal?   

 

c. How did FEMA determine that Tribute had a “satisfactory record of integrity 

and business ethics” as required by FAR 9.104-1(d)?  Was FEMA aware of 

the findings made by the Office of Inspector General for the Government 

Printing Office?   If so, please explain why FEMA did not find this conduct to 

be disqualifying.  If not, please explain why not.  

 

2. Please explain the current status of FEMA’s contract with Tribute, including the date 

and terms of any cancellation.  Please state how much FEMA has paid to Tribute to 

date. 

                                                           
11

 See Our Company, C.H. Robinson (www.chrobinson.com) (accessed Feb. 14, 2018).  

12
 C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc., Government Affairs Representative, Interview with 

Committee Staff (Feb. 16, 2018).  
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3. Was FEMA aware that much of the language contained in Tribute’s contract proposal 

appears to be copied from other sources?  If so, please explain why FEMA proceeded 

to award the contract to Tribute.  

 

4. Please describe any FEMA policies, procedures, or guidance, related to 

misrepresentations made in proposals submitted by prospective contractors.  Is it 

FEMA’s policy to refrain from awarding contracts to entities that make material 

misrepresentations or commit plagiarism in their proposals?     

 

5. The proposal submitted to FEMA by Tribute states: “We can deliver 10 million 

[meals] per day.”  However, it also states: 
 

“Tribute Contracting LLC have (sic) prepositioning of inventory instead 

of procurement after the fact. Prepositioning allows not only faster 

response but also better procurement planning and an improvement on 

distribution costs; however it requires an additional investment before the 

event occurs, and funds are more difficult to obtain.  Thus, Tribute 

Contracting LLC will have 300,000 meals or more in its possession prior 

to Emergency Response Begins (sic).” 

Please explain FEMA’s understanding of how many meals Tribute had in its 

possession at the time the contract was signed.  Please also explain FEMA’s 

understanding of how Tribute planned to obtain the full quantity required under the 

contract. 

 

6. The proposal submitted to FEMA by Tribute states: “Tribute Contracting LLC has the 

vehicles, staff and know-how to meet your delivery needs.”  Please explain what 

steps, if any, FEMA took to verify this statement. 

 

7. Please explain FEMA’s understanding of Tribute’s relationship with C.H. Robinson, 

including whether Tribute informed FEMA that C.H. Robinson ultimately declined to 

transport its requested shipment, and describe any steps FEMA took to verify the 

existence of any claimed relationship.  

 

8. Please describe when and how FEMA became aware that Tribute would be unable to 

fulfill its contract obligations.  

 

9. Did FEMA have any pre-positioned or standing contracts for the provision of 

emergency meals in place prior to September 20, 2017?  If so, please provide a list of 

all such contracts by contract number/Procurement Instrument Identifier (PIID).  If 

not, please explain whether FEMA has considered establishing such contracts and 

why they were not in place.  
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cc: Ron Johnson 

 Chairman 

 

 John Kelly 

 Acting Inspector General 

 Department of Homeland Security 

 

Enclosure 



Exhibit 1:  Annotated Proposal from Tribute Contracting, LLC, to FEMA  

The entirety of the proposal is reproduced below, accompanied by excerpts from other sources where  
the text appears.  Text that is highlighted in the proposal is identical to text found in the source indicated. 
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               www.contractsolutions.net  

*Additional identical text from source is not depicted above 

alsco.com/services/linen/  
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Ozlem Ergun, et al., Operations Research to Improve Disaster Supply Chain Management,  H. Milton School of Industrial and 

Systems Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology  (June 2010), (available at www.researchgate.net publication/228018245).  
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*Additional identical text from source is not depicted above 



Ozlem Ergun, et al., Operations Research to Improve Disaster Supply Chain Management,  H. Milton School of Industrial and 

Systems Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology  (June 2010) (available at www.researchgate.net publication/228018245).  

Affordable Courier Solutions, Inc., 

affordablecourier.com/medical-

transportation/ 

*Additional identical text from source is not depicted above 
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*Additional identical text from source is not depicted above 



   Affordable Courier Solutions, Inc., affordablecourier.com/medical-transportation/ 
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Philosophy on Optimization, Supply Chain Management, C.H. Robinson Worldwide, 

www.indiamart.com/proddetail/philosophy-on-optimization-6499149330.html; Process  

Transformation & Integration Services, C.H. Robinson Worldwide, 

www.indiamart.com/proddetail/process-transformation-integration-services-6499181933.html 
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Single Source Services, C.H. Robinson Worldwide, www.indiamart.com/proddetail/single-source-services-6499237762.html 
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